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Why Choose AAADM Certified Inspector
to Install Automatic Doors?
Training, expertise, and inspection ability save time and help ensure safety
June 21, 2021—Automatic doors, like any piece of machinery, must be properly installed and
maintained to provide reliable, safe operation.
Facility owners and architects who choose automatic doors to improve the look and functionality of
their buildings are encouraged to choose installation and service from technitians who are AAADM
Certified Inspectors (and the companies that employ them). The American Association of Automatic
Door Manufacturers (AAADM) provides two certification training programs for installers and service
technicians. By choosing an installer who is an AAADM Certified Inspector, door owners can be
confident in providing door users with safe, reliable means of access.
In its role as the managing trade association for manufacturers of automatic pedestrian door systems,
AAADM has developed standards to guide the proper design, manufacture, and installation of
automatic doors. Service technicians and installers are then thoroughly trained on the latest automatic
door standards and technology. The program course includes hands-on training and instruction from a
select group of automatic door experts. To become certified, inspectors must demonstrate their grasp
of the requirements during training and must pass a rigorous exam to verify that their understanding
of training materials and standards.
When choosing an installer, it makes sense to use someone who has shown a commitment to the
product, who understands the latest standards, and who is capable of performing an inspection
(AAADM recommends an inspection of all automatic doors immediately following installation and
annually thereafter). AAADM Certified Inspectors and the companies that employ them have
demonstrated a commitment to their customers by devoting the time and effort to achieve industry
expertise.
To find an AAADM Certified Inspector near you, visit https://www.aaadm.com/find-aninspector/FindAnAAADMInspector.pdf.
About AAADM
The American Association of Automatic Door Manufacturers (AAADM) is a trade association of
manufacturers of automatic pedestrian door systems. AAADM was founded in 1994 with the
following mission: to increase awareness of automatic doors and accessibility needs; to increase
education, training and professionalism among installers and service providers; and to generally
promote the safe use of automatic doors. Each year on March 19, AAADM celebrates National
Automatic Door Day to raise awareness about the many benefits of automatic doors, including
providing access to those with physical challenges and helping to prevent germs by eliminating the
need to touch door handles. www.aaadm.com.
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